Abstract. It is not known whether modules over an arbitrary ring have flat covers, however for certain modules over commutative noetherian rings they can be shown to exist. These covers, in turn, have an interesting connection with flat cotorsion modules. A complete description of flat cotorsion modules analogous to that given by Harrison for torsion free, cotorsion abelian groups will be given.
Notation.
If R is a local ring, m(R) will denote its maximal ideal. For p g Spec(Ä), Rp will denote the completion of the local ring Rp, and for any R-module, M will denote the (separated) completion of the Rp module Mp with the m(Ä )-adic topology. k(p) denotes the residue field of R (= Rp/m{Rp)). E(M)
will be an injective envelope of M. If R is local, M" denotes the Maths dual, Hom(M, E{R/m(R))), of M, and M is said to be reflexive if Mvv = M naturally.
For a set X, Mx is the module of all functions X -* M and M(X) the submodule of those functions with finite support. Soc(M) will denote the socle of M.
1. Flat covers. Definition (see [1] Proof. If Ft -* M, is a flat cover for each i then Y\Fk -* FIA/, is a flat precover, so, as noted above, YIM¡ has a flat cover. If F -* T\M¡ is a flat cover then for any y, F -* lïMj -* Mj is a flat precover, so Mj has a cover. In the following we will need Example. Since k(p) is a reflexive Ä^-module, it has a flat cover over R. Hence for any set X, k(p)x and, hence, k(p)(X) (it is a direct summand) has a flat cover over R.
Using the proof of Proposition 1.1 we see that a precover of k(p)(X) = [7, p. 306, and also in Fuchs 8, Proposition 44.3, in the case R = Z] the latter module is the completion of a free /^-module with base indexed by X, i.e. it is the submodule of Rp consisting of elements (rx) with countable support and such that lim rx¡ = 0 for any distinct xx, x2, x3,... Maths' definition in his deep study [9] but his concern was with domains. It agrees with Fuchs' more general definition in [10] which deals with torsion theories.
Hom( *:(/>), E(k(p)YX)) is Hom( F (A: (/>)), £(*:(/? ))<;°). As noted in Griffith

in X. If F designates this module then T -> k(p)(X) is a flat precover and is seen to induce an isomorphism T/m(Rp)T -» k(p)(X\ If a direct summand S of T is in m(Rp)T then S = m(Rp)S. Since T (and even
Cotorsion groups are known to be uniquely, up to isomorphism, the direct sum of a divisible group, a cotorsion group which has no torsion free direct summands and a torsion free cotorsion group. The latter were classified by Harrison [13] as products G = Y\Tp over all primes p where T is a direct summand of Zx for some X. Furthermore, G is uniquely determined by the dimensions of T/pT over Z/(p). Our object is to extend this characterization to modules over any R.
We need the standard Lemma 2.1. If E is an injective module and M any module then Hom(M, E) is pure injective (and so cotorsion).
Proof.
Pure injective means that if 0 -* S -* N is a pure injection, H(N, Hom(M, E)).~* Hom(5, Hom(M, F)) -» 0 is surjective, but this is a result of the standard identity.
Note that if M is Â -pure injective then M is Ä-pure injective. Hence we see that any direct summand of a product of modules each of which is reflexive over some R is cotorsion (these modules also have flat covers). Corollary. // M is cotorsion then so is F.
Proof. 0 = Ext^G.Kerl») -* Ext^G, F) -» Ext^G, M) is exact. Lemma 2.3 . A flat module F is cotorsion if and only if it is a direct summand of a module Hom(F, E') where E and E' are injective.
Proof. A direct summand of Hom(F, F') is cotorsion by Lemma 2.1 and flat by Lemma 1.4. Conversely, if F is flat, let F be an injective generator. Then it is standard that F -» Hom(Hom(F, E), E) is a pure injection (see [11 or 12] ). Hom(F, F) is injective so Hom(Hom(F, F), E) is flat. F being cotorsion and a pure submodule makes it a direct summand.
We now investigate the modules Hom(F, E'). By Matlis [6] , E can be written © Eikip))^ (over/>) so Hom(F, E') = fl Hom(E(k{p)), E')Xp = Y\ Hom(E{k{p)), E'x');
hence we consider the modules Hom( F (&(/?)) , G) for G injective. We have Hom{E(k(p)),G) = Hom(E(k(p)) © Rp,G) = Hom(E(k(p)),Hom(Rp,G)).
But Hom(Rp,G) is injective over Rp so is a sum of E(k(q))'s for q<^p. But
Hom(F(fc(y7)), E{k{q))) = 0 if <? Ç /?. We conclude that
for some Y, i.e. it is the completion of a free /^-module with base indexed by Y. We now have 
